This paper adumbrates a novel tunable metamaterial consisting of triangular split ring resonator (TSRR) and wire strip (WS) at THz frequency. Ansoft high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) has been used to design and analyse the metamaterial having Rogers RT/duroid 5870 ( = 2.33) and FR4 ( = 4.4) as substrate material. Nicolson Ross Weir (NRW) method has been used to retrieve the material parameters from transmission and reflection coefficient. 4% maximization has been obtained in the location of the negative region (or resonance frequency for permeability) by using FR4 with 0.75 m instead of 1.25 m as substrate thickness. In addition, 18% minimization has been achieved by using FR4 with 0.25 m instead of RT/duroid 5870 substrate with the same thickness. Tunability has been proved by showing dependence of resonant frequency over the substrate thickness and substrate material.
Introduction
"Metamaterials" (MTMs) are engineered to modify the bulk permeability and/or permittivity of the medium. It is realized by placing periodically structures that alter the material parameters, with elements of size less than the wavelength of the incoming electromagnetic wave. It results in "meta, " that is, "altered" behaviour or behaviour unattainable by natural materials. Slight changes to a repeated unit cell can be used to tune the effective bulk material properties of a MTM, replacing the need to discover suitable materials for an application with the ability to design a structure for the desired effect. Examples of MTMs are single negative materials (SNG) like negative (ENG) which have effective negative permittivity and negative (MNG) which have effective negative permeability and double negative materials (DNG).
The past few years have been very eventful with respect to the evolution of the concept and implementation of "lefthanded materials (LHMs). " The cross product of E and H is proportional to the k vector and the E or H field. These vectors follow the right hand rule. Power flow is described by Poynting's vector (S). The material values of particular interest to the electromagnetic community are the values of permittivity, , and permeability, . Taken together, and determine the speed of electromagnetic propagation through a medium and the square root of their product determines the refractive index (n). A real wave vector indicates a propagating wave, while an imaginary wave vector indicates attenuation (an evanescent wave). Therefore, upon entering a medium with altered material parameters, that is, negative and , the group and phase velocities have opposite signs and are antiparallel, indicating that wave fronts move towards a source in this material creating a "backwards wave. " However, Poynting's vector, which is defined by × , is still positive, power travels away from the source, and causality is maintained. Thus the S vector follows the right hand rule, while the k vector is antiparallel to the S vector. It can be illustrated as in Figure 1 . Table 1 depicts the sign rules for material refractive index  while Table 2 introduces some basic properties and names for materials for various combinations of permeability and permittivity.
A fresh approach to microwave and optical devices presented itself with the interesting breakthrough in the area of MTMs at high frequencies. The need of hour is to optimize . Section 2 reviews metamaterial in high frequency including THz regime. Section 3 abridges the design of metamaterial composed of triangular SRR and wire strip. Section 4 illustrates the tunability of the metamaterial with varying substrate thickness and substrate material. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Metamaterials at High Frequency (including THz Regime)
The terahertz region of the electromagnetic spectrum can be defined as occupying the high frequency range 0.1-10 THz and bounding the microwave and midinfrared regions. In the last twenty years, a lot of applications implementing the "terahertz gap" have been seen. Demonstration of LH behaviour was done by two designs: the first is SRR with wire structures and the second is closed SRR with wire structures [2] as in Figure 2 (a). The measured transmission spectrum gives first band gap (3.55-4.0 GHz) in SRR, not in CSRR medium. It states that stop band of SRR medium cannot be automatically attributed to negative behaviour; some observed gaps could also originate from the electrical response of SRRs or from Bragg gaps due to periodicity. Also, it proves that SRRs contribute to effective permittivity of composite MTM (CMM), causing downward shift on the plasma frequency determined solely from wire structures. It was also observed that increasing the number of layers decreased the phase of transmitted EM wave at LH frequency region.
Another demonstration of negative permittivity of MTMs was done by a structural unit cell of proposed electric disk resonator which consisted of two disks connected by a central post as in Figure 2 (b). Using Ampere's circuital law, we can relate flux on disk faces and the resonant behaviour of EDR unit cell. Above the resonant frequency of unit cell, effective permittivity is negative, where the electric resonance frequency is independent on the leakage capacitance between plates and post. It was observed that electric field reverses direction just above or just below the resonant frequency of unit cell, thus depicting negative values by Ansoft high frequency structure simulator.
MTM sample consisting of hexaferrite slab and metallic array of parallel wires ensures the corresponding negative values for the effective permeability in a frequency domain which overlaps the domain with negative permittivity [3] as in Figure 2 (c). An expression of effective permittivity tensor states that subdomain of negative permittivity values can be controlled by varying some parameters in a finite range. It has been observed that for thinner wires the permittivity maximum shifts to higher frequencies, but permittivity magnitude decreases.
Grbic [4] demonstrated a 2D composite medium that has broadband negative permeability and negative permittivity as in Figure 2 (d). The medium was isotropic and exhibited LH behaviour over 60% bandwidth. Broadband negative permeability medium employed embedded resonant elements (miniaturized SRR) tuned to different frequencies and separated by layers of impedance inverters. SRRs, square shaped, with metallic strips loaded with lumped element capacitors, having a vertical wire, reacted to z directed electric field at centre of unit cell and yielding negative. Ansoft HFSS was used to infer 60% bandwidth of LH behaviour with centre frequency where the left-handed band (backward wave) intersects the light line.
In references [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , all papers were abridging microwave frequencies (X-band or below). The first electromagnetic metamaterial produced by microfabrication has been reported [10] . By reducing the overall rod-SRR structural size below 100 m and structural details down to 5 m, Advances in Optical Technologies the frequency at which composite material exhibits the electromagnetic MTM behaviour increased (to few THz). The design data of structure was determined by using Pendry's [7] analytical formulas as well as numerical simulation by means of microwave studio. Five geometric variants were considered by changing r, d, c, l. This structure has EM properties in 1-2.7 THz range. Thus, the spectral range has been extended by three orders of magnitude. Two different planar MTM consisting of unit cell of SRR and eSRR were fabricated on intrinsic GaAs substrate [11] . This achieved active and dynamic control over MTM at THz frequencies by dynamically switchable THz MTMs. Using ErAs/GaAs nano island super lattice very short carrier lifetime and ultra fast switching recovery of MTM resonance was achieved. All electronically switchable THz MTM devices are hybrid of schottky diode structure and eSRR array, where it is necessary to connect all eSRRs together serving as schottky contact. It proved that there is neither a shift of resonance frequency nor a change of resonance strength of eSRR by connecting wires. Photo excitation was used to change the values (real), at resonance. However, strong resonance dip is observed with no photo excitation.
Six original MTM unit cells (OE1-OE6) and their complements (CE1-CE6) which are planar electric split ring resonator (eSRR) MTMs and their corresponding inverse structures [4] have been designed, modeled, and characterized as shown in Figure 3 (a), which are resonant at THz frequencies. Similar to Babinet's principle, their complementary transmission properties related to that obtained by THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). It illustrated that Drude and Lorentz responses lead to the transmission maximum of complementary MTM and second transmission minimum (OE) or maximum (CE) was a result of excitation of electric dipoles. Various types of subwavelength resonators, for example, thin wires, swiss rolls, SRRs, pair of rods, pair of crosses, and eSRRs [12] , have also been observed as shown in Figures 3(b)-3(d) .
It has been proved experimentally that planar metamaterial slab can act as a waveguide in THz frequency region, that is, split ring resonator structure, thereby depicting strong Lorentz-type resonances at desired frequencies [13] . Any waveguide mode can be excited with THz TD-ATR spectroscopy. Here through the ATR prism an evanescent field was generated, which interacted with the sample, and thereby an eigen mode was excited, provided its wave number equalled that of the evanescent field. It showed that where dispersion curves of waveguide modes and evanescent field cross, a waveguide mode is excited.
Proposed MTM
Tunable metamaterial has been proposed having electric and magnetic resonance [14, 15] . It behaves as DNG, that is, double negative group. Such materials have negative permeability and negative permittivity over some frequency region [16] . The parameter retrieval, that is, parameter extraction using S parameters [9] , has been followed using NRW approach to observe the negative permeability region of SRR MTM. SRRs are metallic rings made of metal with a split introduced in its structure. When a current circulates a coil, it creates a magnetic dipole moment. The generated dipole moment vector is at right angles to the plane of the coil. The coil with a plate capacitor together gives us an LC circuit and therefore an increased dipole moment at its resonance.
Therefore, this structure can be considered as resonant LC type structure with resonant frequency given by
where the capacitance ( ) in the conventional nested SRR based MTMs is formed by edge coupling between the inner and outer ring. When the thickness of the substrate is decreased, the capacitance will increase, and thus the resonance frequency will decrease.
Simulation Results.
Ansoft HFSS has been used to simulate the unit cell designed in Figure 5 (a) having metamaterial in the dielectric substrate bounded by box on either side having air as material and radiation boundary. Open, electric, magnetic, and periodic boundary conditions are used in the simulation. Each configuration is placed in a two-port waveguide formed by a pair of both perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) walls. All 
Then, calculate permittivity and permeability by = 2 1 − 2 1 + 2 ,
Advances in Optical Technologies Table 3 gives the variations of plasma frequency of permittivity and resonant frequency of permeability for varying substrate thickness for RT duroid substrate. Curves in Figures 8 and 9 show that both the resonance in permeability and plasma frequency for permittivity increase nonlinearly with increase in substrate thickness.
Tunability
Next study has been performed by taking FR4 as substrate. Figures 10(a), 10(b), 10(c), and 10(d) give the variations Table 4 gives the variations of plasma frequency of permittivity and resonant frequency of permeability for varying substrate thickness for FR4 as substrate. Curve in Figure 12 shows that both the resonance in permeability and plasma frequency for permittivity vary nonlinearly with increase in substrate thickness.
It is obvious that one can easily obtain minimization or maximization in the frequency shifting as desired/required amount by tuning the substrate thickness and also by changing the material of the substrate used.
We conclude that 4% maximization has been obtained in the location of the negative region (or resonance frequency for permeability) by using FR4 with 0.75 m instead of 1.25 m. In addition, 18% minimization has been achieved by 
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel metamaterial, triangular SRR with wire strip, has been designed focusing on the high frequency (THz). Also, metamaterial design at high frequency has been reviewed with various different metallic structures, forming unit cells. We conclude that minimization or maximization can be obtained in the frequency shifting as desired/required amount by tuning the substrate thickness and also by changing the material of the substrate used. We conclude that 4% maximization has been obtained in the location of the negative region (or resonance frequency for permeability) by using FR4 with 0.75 m instead of 1.25 m. In addition, 18% minimization has been achieved by using FR4 with 0.25 m instead of RT/duroid 5880 substrate with the same thickness.
The exigence of metamaterials as substrate or superstrates in antenna can be seen with various improvements in optimization of its parameters, like gain, bandwidth, side lobes, directivity, and size in near future.
